Things are as they are. Looking out into it the
universe at night, we make no comparisons between
right and wrong stars, nor between well and badly
arranged constellations.
Alan Watts
Volume 42 Number 9
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September 2022

Please join PVAA on Zoom this Friday, September 9th at 7:30 PM to hear Ken Farley PhD. He is the
Project Scientist for Mars 2020 Perseverance Rover Mission. Hope you can join us.

Club Events Calendar
Sep 9
General Meeting – Ken Farley PhD, Project
Scientist for Mars 2020 Perseverance Rover Mission 7:30
PM
Sep 24
Star Party – TBD
Sept 28
Board Meeting 6:15 PM
Oct 7
PM
Oct 22
Oct 26

General Meeting (presentation: TBD) 7:30

Nov 4
PM
Nov 19
Nov 26

General Meeting (presentation: TBD) 7:30

Nov 30

Board Meeting 6:15 PM

Dec 3

Christmas Party

Star Party – TBD
Board Meeting 6:15 PM

Star Party – TBD
Star Party in the Park – Cahuilla PArk

Bob Branch & Friends 6.16.22
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ISS and Jupiter
Early in the morning on August 23rd, Ludd Trozpek and his friend Matt Magilke drove out to a hospital parking lot in Moreno
Valley to view and capture an ISS transit of Jupiter. The "centerline" corridor is very narrow, about the size of the ISS. They update
the orbital elements every few hours, and the difference between those available last night and the ones current when we updated
meant we had to move our setups about 150 ft northwest.
Matt used the Sky Safari app to figure out when to set up.
Below is a link to Cloudy Nights where you can see the equipment used and Matt's story of the morning. The station rose in the
SW, became visible about 10 or 20 degrees above the horizon when it hit sunlight, and quickly transited the planet which was maybe
45 degrees elevation. In the images, the ISS entered from the bottom and exited at the top.
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/837924-august-23-jupiter-being-photobombed/?hl=%2Bjupiter+%2Biss#entry12102914
Image captions: A composite of the six frames that had the ISS in it.
Ludd's Photoshopped view of one image with the ISS partly in front of Jupiter.
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PVAA General Meeting 08/12/22
We had another Zoom gathering for our general meeting.
Dave Nakamoto, former JPL System/Software Engineer, and
current Griffith Observatory Planetarium Engineer was the
speaker for the night. His presentation was “Mistakes Prior to
the Discovery of Neptune” where he reviewed the many missed
opportunities to discover Neptune.
John Couch Adams, a mathematician and astronomer,
predicted the existence and position of Neptune, using only
mathematics. The calculations were made to explain the
discrepancies of Uranus’s orbit, using the laws of Kepler and
Newton. Uranus was discovered in 1781 by William Herschel.
In 1821 Alexis Bouvard published astronomical tables predicting
the future positions of Uranus based on Newton’s laws of motion
and gravity. Following observations revealed deviations from the
tables, leading to the idea that some undiscovered body was
perturbing Uranus’s orbit. Adams started his calculations on
July 3, 1841.

Adams communicated his work to James Challis, the
director of the Cambridge Observatory, asking for position
measurements of Saturn and Uranus in 1843. Challis received
Adam’s 1st paper and requests on February 3, 1844. Challis in
turn sent the letter to George Biddell Airy, an Astronomer Royal
and mathematician. (Astronomer Royal means he was England’s
head astronomer.) Airy was also the director of the Royal
Observatory at Greenwich. Challis asked Airy to communicate
directly to Adams, taking him out of the loop. In 1845 Adams

received the mountain of data on orbital positions from Airy.
Due to the tutorial workload at St. John’s college, Adams
delayed his reply for almost a year. In September 1845 Adams
finished his first calculations and sent them to Challis instead of
Airy. Challis replied that he should send his calculations to Airy.
Then Airy ignores Adams, refusing to meet with him. In
October 1846 Adams finished his second calculations with the
planet’s location in the sky. Airy didn’t believe in Adam’s work
and never publishes it. He never started the search. This is
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missed opportunity #1. Airy did not believe that mathematics could
make this prediction. He also had a snobbish and arrogant attitude
towards young scientists. Airy did show Adams first papers to
William Dawes in 1845, a week after receiving them. Dawes’
observatory was being remodeled, and he had no instrument in which
to observe. Missed opportunity #2.
Dawes shared the data with William Lassell in September 1845.
Lassell was a brewer by profession and became a Fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society in 1839. He built his own 24-inch telescope,
and in 1855 a 48-inch (1200 mm) scope that he installed in Malta
because the observing conditions were better than England’s. He
didn’t immediately look for the new planet because he had a sprained
ankle. His equipment was bulky and very heavy. When he healed, he
found that his housekeeper had thrown out the calculations. Missed
opportunity #3.
In June of 1846 French astronomer and mathematician Urbain Le
Verrier independently calculated where the new planet would be. He
sent his calculations to George Airy. Airy praised his work but took
no action. Airy sent Le Verrier’s work and request to look for it to
James Challis. Challis did nothing until July. Challis used a bad
search methodology and didn’t find it. They then received the 3rd and
updated prediction from Le Verrier. France in the meantime praised
Le Verrier three times – but did nothing. No one looked through a
telescope for the planet. Multiple missed opportunities.
Why didn’t Adams and Le Verrier look for the planet
themselves? They were theorists, mathematicians, not observers. They
had no observing experience and did not have access to an
observatory. Telescopes were expensive and hard to get a hold of. The
professional astronomers were too busy with their own work.
Observational astronomy is a different animal from mathematical
astronomy.
But the French and the English weren’t the only ones to do
nothing. Sears Cook Walker was an American astronomer – an
assistant at the US Naval Observatory. He received Le Verrier’s 2nd
paper predicting the position of the planet on June 1st, 1846. He
wanted to start a search. His boss – Matthew Maury refused his
request, saying routine work will tie up all the equipment for several
months.
So, he looked for some young blood and remembered a
dissertation by Johann Gottfried Galle. Johann was an assistant at the
Belin Observatory. Johann sent his dissertation to Le Verrier for
review. On September 18th, 1849, Le Verrier wrote back to Galle
with praise for his work. He also added a request to look for Le
Verrier’s planet. Johann begged Encke, head of the observatory, to
use the 8-inch telescope. Encke was celebrating his birthday, and the
scope was free. Encke relented, and Johann found an 8th magnitude
star one degree away from the predicted position on the morning of
September 23d, 1846. Galle found Neptune with the help of a young
graduate student Heinrich d’Arrest. Their star charts did not go down
to the 8th magnitude, but they had a new chart made exclusively for
the German observatory going down to the 8th magnitude for asteroid
hunting. It took them less than one hour to find the new planet. Over
the next two nights the object moved 4 seconds of arc. Galle always
refused credit to be acknowledged as the discoverer of Neptune; he
attributed the discovery to Le Verrier.
Gary Thompson
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John Couch Adams

Urbain Le Verrier

Johann Gottfried Galle
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PVAA Officers and Board

Officers
President …..... Mathew Wedel .....
909-767-9851
Vice President .. Joe Hillberg .........
909-949-3650
Secretary ...... position is currently open
Treasurer .......... Gary Thompson .......
909-935-5509

Board
Jim Bridgewater (2022)........................
909-599-7123
Richard Wismer(2022) ...............................
Ron Hoekwater (2023).........................
909-706-7453
Jay Zacks (2023) ………………….
Directors
Membership / Publicity....Gary Thompson . 909-935-5509
Outreach .......... Jeff Schroeder ...........
909-758-1840
Programs .......... Ron Hoekwater ........
909-391-1943

Objects in the constellation Cassiopeia
CW Left to right, SH2-161, NGC 7538, SH2-159, Bubble Nebula, M52 star cluster

ES102 LCD100 ASI 6200MC PRO
Triad Ultra OAG W/ ASI 174
Santa Paula, CA
86 Images 300s -10C Full Frame
Processed in Pixinsight w/ Sharol Carter
Kay Hoevel
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Another Look - September 2022
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